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Notes from
North of the

Border
By

Harold Don A n

\Aliat's in a number? If it's the serial number identifying a
unique item of folding money, then quite possibly more than
you first might think.

The great majority of modern world notes take on both
added interest and a sense of "one of a kind" by virtue of serial
numbering--the routine assignment of identifying digits or
alphanumeric sequences which you assume to indicate order,
but which, in many instances, may serve to communicate con-
siderably more.

To those in the know, a Swedish initial digit tells the year
of issue; an Eastern Caribbean suffix letter attests to the coun-
try of origin; a Canadian three-letter lead-in encodes both the
note denomination and the security printer, and a Euro final
figure is a computer-age "check digit," serving to authenticate
the serial number and to lend credibility to the note.

A serial number, of course, may derive from no more than
an integer sequence, starting with "1"--highly collectible:--or
other arbitrary figure, and extending as high as circumstances
require. That, as the Bank of England money museum delights
in showing, is precisely how note numbering as we know it
began. The bank's first notes--as on display--had been partial-
ly-printed, "bearer" receipts (for gold deposited), with the
actual amount penned in as "repayable to the bearer on
demand." Further, the number of the note (receipt) corre-
sponded to the line in the register in which such deposits had
been recorded.

More sophisticated approaches to note numbering have
been either for compactness (Y/5 67890, rather than, say,
23567890) , or else to encode additional information (denomi-
nation, series, place of origin) or to pro-
vide an "internal check" on the number
itself. Some such particulars were
revealed in early counterfeit detectors,
or observed for themselves by workers
in foreign exchange.

One instructive example relates to
the 35-year British West African "palm
tree" emission, notably the green I()
shillings and red 20 shillings that saw
extended service in Nigeria, Ghana, the
Gambia, and Sierra Leone, through
World War II. Plate notes (second
"type" in my vintage Pick) are num-
bered F/4 349247, for the 1941-dated 10
shillings, and Z/10 968617, for the
1947-dated 20 shillings--an early

Note numbers
may encode
nformation

"replacement," or were numbers running out?
The numbering quirk I found discussed in a Thomas

Cook "exchange" guide, back when such notes still were cur-
rent, say in 1952. The denominator of the alphanumeric pre-
fix of a genuine note would be 1 higher than the lead digit of
the six-figure serial. So, now we know!

As one systematically studies and collects a country, a
sense of its note numbering develops, though absolute certain-
ty is elusive.

I like World War II , British Guiana government money--
the illustration (below) is a pre-War 1938 Kaieteur Falls /
King George VI back $1 endorsed as redeemed, "Senior
Carrency Officer ... 1961." Even a most--basic "denomination
set," the 1942-dated final printing, evokes significant conjec-
turing. My yellow and deep purple $100 (distinctive!) is .A/1
08682, while the $20 is a low A/2, the $10 a higher A/2, the $5
a B/4, the $2 an E/3 ... and the red $1 is J/6 45269. Numbers
evidently ascend to 99999 (or 100000), prefixes run A/1 to A/9
(or A/10), then B/1, and so on. Indeed, should letter "I" have
been omitted, my $1 could have been note 8,645,269--you
sense the line of thought.

Numbers "compacted" by alphanumeric prefixing and/or
suffixing? As I leaf through "classics," arrangements such as
the following all but cry out for number-watcher investigation:

I . NAB 100007. Commonwealth of Australia, $5, no
date (1968), Banks / Chisholm portrait note.

2. AE 7675270 E. South African Reserve Bank, 200
rand, no date (current), head of leopard (top opposite).

3. A167 / 084. The Union Bank of Scotland Limited, 20
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pounds, 1st May 1953, sailing ship,
heraldic arms.

4. C/39 94749. Government of
the Straits Settlements, $10 (right), 1st
January 1935, King George V portrait
note, final date.

5. 1BX 09609, Banco de Portugal,
50 escudos ouro, Ch. 3, 13 de Janeiro de
1925, Christovam de Gama portrait
note.

6. D/DU 1,255,504. Barclays
sunk (Dominion, Colonial, and
Overseas), $5 in local currency, Port of
Spain, Trinidad, 1st February 1938.

Now, a tough one to ponder: when
far from home, I seldom pass up oppor-
tunity to seek current money--and a
provisional release can be something rather special, of course.
Forty years ago, I left Le Tresoire on Place de General de Gaulle-
-think Saint-Pierre-et Miquelon—with the "La Reunion" over-
printed 1 nouveau franc, the revalued Belain d'Esnambuc 50
francs. A nice item, crisp and at face. My note I now observe
to have been numbered in two fashions, an alphanumeric K.30
and 06298, plus a nine-digit 073406298. Well reserve for
future consideration the manner in which those two number-
ings possibly relate. Any suggestions?

Our concluding illustration this column, a Dominion of
Canada $1 (below) from the new nation's inaugural legal ten-
der release of 1870, offers important insight into traditional
numbering techniques. So, focus not on the allegorical female
with globe (turned to Canada), nor the vignette likeness of

Jacques Cartier, the early mariner, but rather on identifying
digits, 627504. In a Victorian practice which was to persist
well into the next century in both Canada and the United
States, the number is not a note serial number—but, rather, a
sheet number. The position letter, here "D" (lower left and
right), is essential to identify the individual note. Further,
1870 $1s were "domiciled" in several major cities. The blue
sheet number, and the high number itself, serves to attest to a
Montreal note. Sheet numbering into the 20th century? Yes,
consider, representatively, the Bank of Canada first issue of
1935 (sheets of four) and "Type 1" United States National
Bank currency of 1929 to 1933 (sheets of six).

In many instances, the numbers on a note do rate--and
reward--an informed second glance.
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